Fraction Pizzas
Cut out the manipulative fraction pieces.

Halves
Two Slices
Fraction Pizzas
Cut out the manipulative fraction pieces.

Thirds
Three Slices
Fraction Pizzas
Cut out the manipulative fraction pieces.

Fourths or Quarters
Four Slices
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Fraction Pizzas
Cut out the manipulative fraction pieces.

Fifths
Five Slices
Fraction Pizzas

Cut out the manipulative fraction pieces.

Sixths
Six Slices
Fraction Pizzas
Cut out the manipulative fraction pieces.

Sevenths
Seven Slices
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Fraction Pizzas
Cut out the manipulative fraction pieces.

Eighths
Eight Slices
Fraction Pizzas
Cut out the manipulative fraction pieces.

Tenths
Ten Slices
Fraction Pizzas
Cut out the manipulative fraction pieces.

Twelfths
Twelve Slices